Introduction
Digital linac with a few other important features has emerged for clinical use [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . A distinct feature of digital linac is that parameters characterizing radiation delivery such as the gantry angle, collimator angle, couch angle, and dose rate are discretized and can be controlled easily in a programmable fashion. The "fundamental unit" is a "station" point (a "station" can also be called a "node" in CyberKnife TM system). In the emerging digital era of radiation therapy (RT), a treatment will be done through the modulation of station parameters as the delivery is done "station by station", instead of "beam by beam". Here we emphasize that a station describes the state of delivery system (including LINAC configurations such as beam energy, aperture shape and weight, gantry/collimator/couch angle). When the auxiliary equipment is stationary, a station is no different from an MLC or jaw-shaped beam. Thus a conventional intensity-modulated beam consists of a collection of stations with the same gantry angle but different MLC segments. Existing radiation therapy scheme does not fully take the digital features of new RT scheme into consideration and how to leverage these new developments to overcome many of the limitations of current RT techniques becomes an urgent issue. Given the fact that the fundamental unit in the new era is "station", it is fair to say that next-generation of RT will be all about the optimization of station parameters, which we call station parameter optimized radiation therapy (SPORT) 4, 7 . VMAT and IMRT are simply two special, and often non-optimal, cases of SPORT. The premise of SPORT is that it will enable us to realize the enormous potential of digital linacs through optimal weighting and spatial distribution of the station points (including non-coplanar, non-isocentric distribution, and even multiple isocenters). In the following, some logistic issues related to SPORT implementation are discussed.
Implementation strategies of SPORT
Inverse planning and delivery are generally intertwined. While the station points can be, in principle, distributed arbitrarily in physically realizable parameter space, adding restriction to limit the size of solution space is often necessary for practical reason. The actual delivery of SPORT can be realized in different ways. To familiarize readers with the novel SPORT scheme, here we describe three categories of SPORT delivery: rotational arc SPORT, fixed-station SPORT, and a combination of the two.
Rotational arc SPORT
In rotational arc delivery, analogous to VMAT and/or sliding window IMRT beam delivery, radiation is on when going from one station to the next. We have implemented a novel scheme of a rotational arc SPORT and shown that the need for multiple arcs in conventional VMAT can be eliminated through more intelligent distribution of the station points in the same coplanar sampling space. Conventional VMAT [8] [9] [10] such as Varian RapidArc TM discretizes the angular space into equally spaced station points (178 stations) during planning and then optimizes the apertures and weights of the stations. The aperture at an angle in between two stations is obtained through interpolation. This wisdom tacitly ignores the differential need for intensity modulation of different angles. Unless the discretization is infinitely fine (which is computationally prohibitive and avoidably oversamples some angles), the approach is incapable of providing sufficient modulation for some or all directions for many disease sites. As thus, multiple arcs are often required to produce a clinically acceptable treatment plan. In our one-arc SPORT implementation, the angular sampling rate (i.e. the number of stations per unit angle) is modulated according to the need of individual angles for intensity modulation 7 (see Fig. 1 for a sketch). The essence here is how to identify the need of an individual angle for intensity modulation and provide the necessary intensity modulation for those angles that need it. Obviously, treatment plan for the single arc SPORT can be obtained by a direct optimization of weights and aperture shapes of the station points and their coplanar distribution. Development of such algorithm is to be published elsewhere. In our original study, for the ease of computation, we took a heuristic approach and planned the treatment in an adaptive fashion by starting from a conventional 1-arc VMAT plan with equally spaced stations. The angles that need higher intensity modulation are identified with the help of a "demand metric" defined as 7 :
where, ( )
x s are the i-th MLC leaf positions of banks A and B at the s-th station, MU is the cumulative monitor units, is the gantry angle. Intuitively, the metric is the geometric modulation weighted by the segmental MU per gantry angle. The neighbouring 2K stations (K=10 in our study) are used to calculate the demand metric of a point. To boost an angle with a high "demand metric" value, we add a number of stations around the point. The rationale here is that, if the aperture or MU changes a lot at an angle in the original one-arc VMAT, it suggests that more apertures or stations are needed in the vicinity of the angle to meet the angular demand for more intensity modulation. The original and the added stations are then optimized again. A single arc sequence is then constructed for delivery using the TrueBeam TM .
We have applied the technique to a few clinical cases and all demonstrated the success of the proposed scheme. For a clinically complicated head and neck case, for example, we found that the SPORT approach achieves much better target dose uniformity and sparing of right parotid (~20% EUD reduction) as compared to the 2-arc VMAT. The EUDs of the targets and critical structures for different plans reveal the same for other cases. In general, the MUs required for our approach lie between those for 1-and 2-arc VMAT, yet it leads to the best dose distributions. As compared to the 2-arc VMAT, the single arc SPORT decreases the MUs by 20%-30%, depending on the case. This reduction will not only speed up dose delivery and improve clinical workflow, but also decrease the total-body radiation dose and the risk of secondary cancers [11] [12] [13] . The SPORT plans for these cases have been successfully delivered on a TrueBeam TM Linac.
Fixed-station delivery
SPORT can also be delivered station by station, much like fixed-gantry IMRT delivery. It is important to note that SPORT is the most general scheme and more conformal and efficiently deliverable dose distribution can be realized. Intuitively, one may consider that SPORT is a scheme with increased angular beam sampling while eliminating dispensable segments of the incident fields. In digital linacs, SPORT delivery is made efficient by (1) removing the redundant segments in the incident beams; (2) concatenating the stations so that they can be delivered in sequence automatically (i.e., auto-field sequencing); and (3) using high dose-rate beams 5, 6, 14 . The technique, which we termed as DASSIM-RT (dense angularly sampled and sparse intensity modulated radiation therapy) (Fig. 2) 1 , presents a truly optimal RT scheme with optimal angular sampling (including non-coplanar beams), beam intensity modulation, and possible energy and collimator modulation when going from one gantry angle to another 15 . In passing, we note that the redundancy/inefficiency in intensity modulation can be realized using different techniques. Along this line, a compressed sensing (CS)-based strategy has been proposed by Zhu and Xing 16, 17 . For completeness, this is summarized below. With the use of CS-based inverse planning technique, it is straightforward to find fixed-station SPORT solution that most effectively utilizes all the available station parameters. Dramatically different from simply increasing the number of beams for IMRT or increasing the arcs in VMAT, the dosimetric improvement here is achieved by considering the interplay between the angular sampling and intensity modulation. The SPORT framework will enable us to harness the newly available features of digital linacs and provide truly optimal patient treatment.
CS-based SPORT inverse planning
CS-based method is an effective way to obtain SPORT or IMRT plan with no redundant intensity modulation. General, a treatment plan is selected from a large pool of physically feasible solutions by optimization of an objective function (OF). BBO 18, 19 and DAO [20] [21] [22] are two commonly used approaches for inverse planning. DAO attempts to tackle the problem from the delivery aspect by enforcing a pre-chosen (often unjustified) number of segments for each beam and then optimizes the shapes and weights of the apertures. Searching for an optimal solution by using DAO is inherently complicated because of the highly non-convex dependence of the OF on the MLC coordinates and the optimality of final solution is not guaranteed. Furthermore, the optimal number of apertures for a field must be chosen empirically, not by the actual field-specific need. In BBO, on the other hand, the delivery is completely decoupled from optimization and each beamlet is an independent variable -the optimized intensity map is highly complex and entails a large number of segments for delivery, which reduces both delivery efficiency and dosimetric accuracy. Instead of simply smoothing the fluence 23 , the maps are encouraged to be piece-wise constant by introducing an L-1 total-variation regularization (TVR) in our approach. The maps so obtained will contain sharp transitions, which are . The key to substantially improving the two existing inverse planning methods lies in finding an effective way to seamlessly integrate the machine delivery constraints into the dose optimization process. Instead of directly including the non-convex physical constraints in optimization, we used CS method 16, 17, 25 to accomplish the goal. The technique takes the interplay between planning and delivery into consideration and suppresses the dispensable/redundant intensity modulation of fluence maps naturally. Mathematically, it recasts the conventional DAO defined as 17 ). constraint (aperture apertures using achievable is & 0 x : subject to i i
where, the index i denotes different organs, i is the importance factor; A is the dose matrix, and d i is the prescribed dose. In Eq. (2), the aperture constraint is neither linear nor quadratic. The L-1 norm in Eq. (3) is included to reduce the number of signal levels of the intensity maps by encouraging piece-wise continuity, removing the aperture constraint. Afeature of the above optimization is that it can be reformulated rigorously as a quadratic programming (QP) problem 17, 26 , and thus efficiently solved using the standard QP. When applied to IMRT, the algorithm can reduce the total MUs for delivery by ~35% while keep the quality of the resultant IMRT plan unchanged! 26 It is also interesting to point out that the CS-based formalism in the FFF domain can be easily formulated to take the inherent shapes of incident beam profiles into account 27 . By introducing an L-1 objective function specific to the known non-flat beam profile characteristics, the method searches for fluencies that are piece-wise constant in a domain defined by the basis function of the non-uniform beams. We demonstrated that optimization of the system provides IMRT fluences that are piece-wise constant in the selected FFF-domain, thus eliminating the inefficiency of dose delivery caused by non-flatness of the incident beams 28 .
Role of prior geometric and dosimetric knowledge in SPORT optimization
Because of involvement of a large number of variables, a brute-force SPORT optimization can be computationally intractable. Incorporation of partial system knowledge is an effective way to reduce the complexity of the optimization. We have introduced a metric, named beam eye's view dosimetrics (BEVD), for a priori ranking of the angular space and facilitating the beam orientation optimization in IMRT [29] [30] [31] . The general consideration in constructing the BEVD is that a beam is more preferable if it can deliver more dose to the target without exceeding the dose tolerance of the OARs located on the path of the beam. For computational purpose, a beam portal is divided into a grid of beamlets. Each beamlet crossing the target is assigned the maximum intensity that could be used without exceeding the dose tolerances of the OARs. A forward dose calculation using the "maximum" beam intensity profile is then performed and the score of the given beam direction (indexed by f) is calculated according to
where nf d is the maximum dose delivered to the voxel n by the beam from the direction indexed by f, T N is the number of voxels in the target, and P T D is the target prescription. The BEVD score function goes beyond the simple geometric BEV concept in 3D CRT and captures the main feature of a planner's judgment about the quality of a beam. The inclusion of a priori BEVD ranking of the angular space should lead to significantly improved convergence and 
Delivery efficiency of fixed station SPORT
The delivery time is described by Eq. (1). For a given SPORT configuration, CS-based fluence optimization will find the irreducible fluence maps, which means that further sparsification of the maps will deteriorate the resultant dose distribution. As exemplified in References 25, 27, the MU can be reduced by 30%-63%, depending on the complexity of the case and the characteristics of the beams (i.e., FFF or flattened beams). In general, the total MLC travel time (the last term in Eq. (1)) is also reduced significantly when the dispensable MLC segments are eliminated. As a result, the delivery time will be reduced greatly as a result of intensity sparsification (the 2 nd and 3 rd terms in Eq. (1) are generally small compared to the other two terms). The Eq. (1) should include the contributions resulted from the couch motion when non-coplanar points are included in the SPORT treatment.
Summary
The emergence of digital linac calls for new strategies for treatment plan optimization and delivery. The concept and implementation of SPORT has been summarized. In general, existing 3D conformal RT (CRT), IMRT and VMAT represent special cases of SPORT. SPORT has a number of unique features and makes it possible to maximally utilize the technical capacity of digital linac. In rotational arc SPORT, for example, it completely eliminates the need for 2 or more arcs, yet providing dose distributions with unprecedented conformality and normal tissue sparing. On a more fundamental level, the benefit of SPORT stems from the better definition of search space and explicit incorporation of parameters characterizing the station points in inverse planning. SPORT enlarges the solution space through improved angular and intensity sampling of the stations 1 . As has indicated in numerous studies, conformal dose distribution is essential to the improved treatment outcome and better patient care. Therefore, the SPORT formalism and tools should have a measurable clinical impact resulting in improved patient care in the future.
